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Abstmct Selection from among n objects by relative rank with no recall - the "secretary problem" -
in the asymptotic case when n -~ 00 was considered, assuming that k, the cost ratio, is a finite constant. 
The essential part is what we shall call Phase 1, where the number of observations i remains to be O(y'n). 
Then the expected number of ob:;ervations is of course O( fo). The expected value of the attained absolute 
rank is also O( y'n). It is interes1;ing to note that, with the optimal rule, the expected cost of observations 
comes out to be equal to the expected rank. 

1. Introduction. 
The "secretary problem" with its various variations have been extensively investigated. 

For references, see review anicles Freeman (1983), Ferguson (1989), and some additional list 
contained in Moriguti (1993a). 

The most exciting feature of the "classical secretary problem" (cf. Chow et al. (1964)) 
is that we can attain the finite expected rank of 3.8695 in the limit n -t 00. But, in order 
to achieve this, we must be prepared to observe an enormous number of objects - at least 
about n/4 and as many as n,j2 on the average. Hence, in the real situation where interview 
cost is not at all negligible, we may have to be less ambitious, spending much less interview 
cost, and be content with much modest achievement. 

Here in this paper, we discllss the limiting case where 

(1.1) 
I.: = cost of observing one object 

loss of getting one lower expected rank 

is kept a finite constant and n -t 00. 

The basic theory for finite nand k was developed in Moriguti (1993a), and this paper 
uses notations compatible with that paper, and cites basic formulae from it. 

Important notations are>-
z = the number of obsevations. 

ti = the expected total "loss" under the condition that stopping does not occur at the 
i-th observation or before. 

Si = criterion of the stopping rule (one stops right after the i-th observation and take that 
item if and only if the relative rallk of the i-th item is ::; Si). 

ci = expected absolute rank of the selected object under the condition that stopping does 
not occur right after the i-th observation or before. 

ei = expected number of further observations under the condition described above. 
Zs = min {i I Si :::: s}. 

Q( i) = probability that stopping does not occur right after the i-th observation or before. 
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Secretary Problem with Medium Cost 103 

Conditional expectation of the tota.l loss is given by 

(1.2) tj = Ci + /..: . ej li=O,l,···,n), 

and to is what we want to minimize. In order to derive the optimal set of criteria Si( i = 
1,2, ... ) and its performance, we adopt Bellman's Dynamic Programming approach and use 
the backward induction procedure as Lindley (1961) did for the case k = O. 

According to the procedure, we start with 

(1.3) tn -1 = (n + 1)/2 + k, Sn = n 

and use 

(1.4 ) s· = trunc ---t [ 
i + 1 ] 

, 11 + 1 ' , 

(1.5) . _ (n + 1 )Si (Sj + 1) k ( Si). 
t'_1 - 2i(i + 1) + + 1 - T t, 

alternately for i = 11 - 1, n - 2" .. ,l. 
At the same time, we can compute Cj'S and e,'s, starting with Cn -1 = (n+1)/2, en -1 = 1, 

and using 

(1.6) . _ (n + l)Si(Si + I) (_ Si) . 
c._1- 2i(i+1) + 1 i Cl, 

(1.7) ei-1 = (1- s;/i). ei + 1 

successively. (See Moriguti (1993a), (4.7), (4.8).) 
Among the formulae developed in Morigu ti (1993a), besides those cited above, the fol

lowing ones will be used later in this paper:~ 

(1.8) Q(i) = (i1 - 1)(i2 - 2)··· (i, - s)/i(s) 

where i(s) = i(i - 1) .. · (i - s + 1) a.nd Is = {i I is Si S i8 +1 -l}; 

eo=(2i1-1)+(il-1)(~+-. _1_+ ... +_. _1_) 
Zl Zl + 1 Z2 - 2 

(1.9) 
_ E Q(is - 1) . (is - 1). 

8=3 (s - 1) (s - 2) , 

(LlO) Co = E(1') = t Q(i _ 1) . . n + 1 . Si(Si + 1); 
i=11 Z(l + 1) 2 

n n 

(1.11) /(1') = L /(i, 1') = L L /(i,1') 
s=l iEI, 
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104 s. Moriguti 

(1.12) 
. _ [S . _ ](1'-1)(n-is+1)(r-S+1J_(n-is+l+1)cr-S+l). L g(z,r) - II(zl 1) -1 (r+l)( + 1) , 

iE/, 1=1 8 n r - s 

where f(I') = the probabillty that the absolute rank of the selected object is r, f(i,r) = the 
probability of stopping right after the i-th observation and the absolute rank of the selected 
object is r, and g(i, r) = f(i, 1') - f(i, r + 1). (See (2.15), (2.10), (2.7); (2.20); (3.22); (3.11), 
(3.1), (A3.1), (A3.2), (A3.6) in Moriguti (1993a).) 

In order to get an overview, we plot in Fig. 1 the results of exact computation (ti vs. i/n) 
for several values n with k = 1/2. 

t(i)/n (k=O.5) 
1 ! ............... ···!···················!·················~·n·~i5···········r··················· 

: : ~ ~ n=1DO : 
· 8 l············ ...... : ................. ·l·················· yn·~·4·0·0·········r······· ........... . 

: : : : : 

· TILroo~~x\ 
00 : ~: : 0 X.) 

· 2 ~···········~··?··t···'?··?'I.O···?···t···?·:?·?··?··t·.??. ~ .. ~ ... ~ ...... ~ .... £./. 
~~». . .. . {'"# .... 
:--..... . : . . 

°0 .4.6 ~' 
Fig.I. Overview. 

The results suggest that we divide the whole process into four phases: 
Phase 1: Initialuhase. i = O( )n), 
Phase 2: Stationary uhase. 1 = O(n), 
Phase 3: Lindley phase. n - i = O( y'n), and 
Phase 4: Final phase. n - i :::: O( 1). 

Phase 1 is roughly reflected in the part of Fig. 1 surrounded by the left ellipse. Phases 
3 and 4 correspond to the region surrounded by the right circle. Phase 2 is the almost 
horizontal line in between, which should be infinitesimally close to the horizontal axis and 
occupy the whole region (0,1) as the limit. 

Of these four phases, Phase 1 is practically most essential. But the other three phases are 
also treated here for the sake of completeness. They will prove to be useful in understanding 
the behavior, after Phase 1, of the curves for finite n like those in Fig. 1. 

2. Phase 1: Initial phase. 
This is the main pha.se in the "medium cost" case. The selection process ends during 

this phase with probability 1 (in the limit). Here, we introduce following notations: 

(2.1 ) u = i/Jn/(2J..~), 

(2.2) T( u) = id V2kn, 
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Secretary Problem with Medium Cost 105 

(2.3) C(u) = ci/v'2kn, 

(2.4) E(u) = ei/~/(2k), 

(2 .. 5) 

(2.6) Q(u) = Q(i). 

Then, as n --+ cx) with s finite, we get 

(2.7) 

from (1.8). (Continuity at u = U s+1 of Q(u) can easily be proved.) This is the probability 

that no stopping occurs at i = ujn/(2k) or before. 
The expected number of observations until stopping is given by 

(2.8) 
CX) 

Us " U1 U2 ... Us-1 
E(O) = 2U1 + ullage - - L ( )( ) 2 

u1 s=3 s - 1 s - 2 u!-

times jn/(2k), from (1.9). 
The expected rank of the selected object is given, from (1.10) and (2.7) above, by 

(2.9) 

times V2kn. 

~ jU'+l U1 U2'" Us s(s + 1) 
C(O) = ~ --+-') - du 

s=l u, US ~ 2 

00 s(l 1) 
= LU1U2"'Us?~ s+l - s+l 

s=l - \ Us u s+1 

1 [1 ~ U1U2" 'U S - 1 ] 
=--+~ 

2 U1 s=2 u~ 

The recurrence formula (1.5) for the conditiona.l total loss t; becomes now the differential 
equation 

(2.10 ) __ dT(u) = s(s + 1) + ~ _ ~TI'u) 
-'--2--'- (Us :S U :S Us+d· 

du 2tt 2 U ' 

Using the integration factor l/tt S
, it can be tra.nsformed into 

(2.11 ) _~ dT(u) + ~T(u) _ s(s + 1) + _1_ 
US du u··+1 - 2us+2 2u s ' 

and gives 

(2.12) 

for s ;:::: 2, and 

(2.13) 
1 1 1 

---T(u) = -- + -log u + const. (U1:S u :S U2) 
u 2u2 2 e 
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106 S. Moriguti 

for 5 = l. 
The equation (1.4) which gives the optimum criterion now becomes 

(2.14) 

in the limit. Using (2.14) together with (2.11) and (2.12), we get 

(2.15) - - ~- = - - - - + - - log ....:::.. 1 2 1 ( 1 1) 1 u') 
2 ~ . 2 , 2 e 

UI u:: 2 uI Uz 2 UI 
(5 = 1), 

(2.16 ) (8 ;::: 2). 

Multiplying (2.15) by UI, (2.L6) by UI'It:l" 'Us , and summing them up, we can derive 

(? 17) T( ) _ 1 _ 1 [1 ~ llIU2"'US-I] 1 [ I U2 ~ UI U2"' Us-I ] 
_. UI ---- -+L +- UI+UIog --L 

'Iq 2 uI .=2 u~ 2 e UI s=3 (8 -1)(8 - 2)u~-2 

Obviously, C(O) = C(ull and £(0) = tt] +£(tlll, therefore T(O) = ut/2 + T(u}). Hence, we 
have, for the expected total loss T(O), the expression C(O) + £(0)/2 with (2.9) and (2.8). 

On the other hand, if we multiply (2.16) by (5 - I)UIU2'" US and sum them up, we get 
(2.18) 

f= [5(8:; 1) . UI .. 'sUS-I 

s=2 - Us 

_ (8 + 2)(5 - 1) . uI'" us] = ~ ~ (UI'" us-I _ UI'" us) 
.) s+I 2 L us-2 s-I' 
- Uo+I 0=2 0 Uo+I 

I.e. 

(2.19) 
UI UIU2 UlU2U3 1 
....." + -- + --- + ... = -. UI· 
u2 u~ u~ 2 

Comparing this with (2.9), and noting (2.14) for oS = 1, we get 

(2.20) 
1 1 1 

C(O) = ::2[T(ur) + ::2 .ur] = ::2T (O). 

It means that the expected rank Co counts exactly one half of the total "loss" to, the other 
half being k· eo, namelv the expected cost of ohservations. 

It is fortunate that we can handle the genera.! ca.se of "medium cost" by making com
putation, once and for a.Jl, I'or the "standard" case k = 1/2. Thus for the general case, Us 

will be 1/j(2k) times the standard case, T(lls) and C(uo)j(2k) times, and £(uo)l/j(2k) 
times. 

So, from now all in this paper, we would mainly treat "the standard case"., mentioning 
the general case only when considered appropriate. 

The biggest remaining task would be to derive a suitable algorithm for obtaining UI, 

U2, .... As in the finite case, we compute these va.!ues by recurrence formula in the reverse 
order. (2.16) can be expressed as 

(2.21) 
( )

0+1 
2 U o ') 

Us - 8(5 - 1) = -- (U;+I - (8 + 2)(8 - 1)) 
us+I 

(522), 
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and (2.15) as 

(2.22) 

Suppose we know Us+}, then (2.21) can be used in the form 

(2.23) Us = 8(S -1) + (~)S+I[U;+l - (8 + 2)(8 - l)J 
us+l 

(S 2: 2) 

to get Us. Since the right-hand side also contain:; Us, this formula must be used repeatedly. 
But if we start with the approximation Us = S - 0.5, the convergence turns out to be ra.ther 
rapid. 

For 8 = 1, we use (2.22) in the form 

(2.24 ) fir U2 Ul = 1 ? + loge-
112 ul 

as a successive approximation formula. (In this case, initial value Ul = 0.7 would be a better 
approximation. ) 

First 100 values of Us (8 = 1,2,···) are listed in Table 1. (u(s) is used here for us,) It is 
seen that Us is close to 8 - 0.5 for large s. 

Table 1. First 100 values of u(s) = us. 

s u(s) s u(s) s u(s) s u(s) s u(s) 

1 .718 21 20.520 41 40. !ill 61 60.507 81 80.506 
2 1.643 22 21. 519 42 41. !ill 62 61.507 82 81.505 
3 2.608 23 22.519 43 42.!>10 63 62.507 83 82.505 
4 3.581 24 23.518 44 43.!>10 64 63.507 84 83.505 
5 4.572 25 24.511 45 44.!>10 65 64.501 85 84.505 
6 5.5H2 26 25.517 46 45. !510 66 65.507 86 85.505 
1 6.5;;5 21 26.516 41 46.!>09 61 66.501 81 86.505 
8 7.549 28 27.516 48 47.!>09 68 67.507 88 87.505 
9 8.544 29 28.515 49 48. !509 69 68.506 89 88.505 

10 9.540 30 29.515 50 49. !509 70 69.506 90 89.505 
11 10.5:n 31 30.514 51 50. !509 11 70.506 91 90.505 
12 11.5:34 32 31.514 52 51. !509 12 11.506 92 91.505 
13 12.5:32 33 32.513 53 52. !508 13 12.506 93 92.505 
14 13.5:30 34 33.513 54 53.S08 14 73.506 94 93.505 
15 14.528 35 34.513 55 54. !508 15 14.506 95 94.505 
16 15.526 36 35.512 56 55.S08 16 75.506 96 95.505 
11 16.525 31 36.512 51 56. !508 11 76.506 91 96.505 
18 17.524 38 31.512 58 51.S08 78 71.506 98 91.505 
19 18.522 39 38.511 59 58.S08 79 78.506 99 98.505 
20 19.521 40 39.511 60 59. !501 80 79.506 100 99.505 

Table 1 shows that, when the population size n is very large, the best criteria of selection 
are as follows:-
(1) Up to il - 1 '" uljn/(2I..:) = 0.71SVn/(2k), one just observes the objects and takes no 

action, only getting information; . 
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(2) For i = i l to i2 - 1 rv u2}n/(21..:) = 1.643}n/(21..:), one takes the i-th object and stops 
there if it turns out to be the best among those observed so far; 

(3) For i = i2 to i3 -1 rv u3}n/(21..:) = 2.608 n/(2k), one takes i-th object and stops there 
if it turns out to be the best or the secon best among those observed so far; 

etc., etc. 

It means that one should stop much earlier than the "zero cost" case, because is(s = 
1,2, ... ) are now of the order of ,;n, whereas they are of the order of n in the "zero cost" 
case. 

3. Probability distributions. 

Once we have obtained the values ill, U2, ... , Us,' . " it is easy to get the cumulative 
distribution function of the nllmber of observations until stopping. It is nothing but 1-Q( u), 
where Q(u) is given by (2.7). 

Formula (2.7) implies that Q(us ) ---; 0 as s ---; OC>. It means that the process stops during 
Phase 1 with probability 1. So the probability distribution of the number of observations, 
as well as that of the absolute rank of the selected object, can be considered in Phase 1. 

For the "standard" case of k = 1/2, the soli cl line in Fig. 2 shows the graph of Q(u). Rows 
of points of different styles show the graph of Q( i) for several finite values of n. Table 2 shows 
selected values of those quantities in more detail. Both of them suggest the convergence of 
Q(i) = Q(u,;n) to Q(u). 

For the general case where I..: i= 1/2, it suffices to interpret the abscissa u of Fig. 2 to be 

the limit of i/ }n/(21..:) instead of i/,;n. 

The dot-dash vericalline in Fig. 2 shows E( 0) = 1. 752, the value of expected number of 
observations in the limit, as given by (2.8). 

1 Qty~, Q(i) 
'~~'i I n=25 I 

0 

xl I X n=100 
X." I n=400 · 8 

o x,\ I 

X~l 0 \~ t 

o§ o '. 
~ ". 

? )~ ~ 
I 0 0 ; 

(0' .. u=i/-.(n 

· 6 

· 4 

· 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Fig.2. Distribution of the number of observations. 

Cumulative distribution function of the absolute rank of the selected object is given by 
the cumulative sum of (1.11), which can be computed using (1.12). 
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Table 2. Q(i) and Q(u). 

u=i/ r n n=25 n=100 n=400 n= 00 

.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0000 

.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0000 

.6 .667 1.000 1.000 1.0000 

.8 .500 .750 .812 .8978 
1.0 .400 .600 .650 .7182 
1.2 .333 .500 .542 .5985 
1.4 .286 .429 .464 .5130 
1.6 .214 .350 .406 .4489 
1.8 .167 .275 .320 .3643 
2.0 .133 .221 .258 .2951 
2.2 .109 .182 .213 .2439 
~~. 4 .091 .152 .179 .2049 
2.6 .070 .124 .149 .1746 
2.8 .055 .098 .119 .1402 
3.0 .044 .079 .096 .1140 
~I. 2 .033 .065 .079 .0939 
~I. 4 .025 .054 .066 .0783 
3.6 .020 .044 .054 .0657 
~L 8 .014 .035 .044 .0529 
4.0 .010 .028 .035 .0431 
4.2 .007 .023 .029 .0355 
4.4 .005 .019 .024 .0295 
4.6 .003 .015 .020 .0245 
4.8 .001 .012 .016 .0198 
fi.O .000 .010 .013 .0162 
S.2 .000 .008 .010 .0133 
~i . 4 .000 .007 .009 .0110 
~i . 6 .000 .005 .007 .0091 
15.8 .000 .004 .006 .0074 
B.O .000 .003 .005 .0060 
1),2 .000 .003 .004 .0049 
1),4 .000 .002 .003 .0041 
1),6 .000 .002 .003 .0034 
1308 .000 .001 .002 .0027 
7.0 .000 .001 .002 .0022 

Now, going to the limit as n -+ 00, we keep only the principal part for simplicity. Also 
we derive formulae for the "standard" case of k = 1/2. Putting 

(3.1 ) r = p..j1i, 

(1.12) becomes, using the notation :r' y for the power xY, 

(3 ) 
'"" (. ) ;::::s(py'ri)S-j (n - USy'n)' (py'ri) - (n - Us+ly'rir(py'ri) 

,.2 ~gl,r "-'Uj'''Usy11 ( ),' '( r.::). r.::. s-I 
iEI. S - 1 . 11 Pv 11 npv 11 n 

UI ... U ? 1 
"-' ___ 8 p8-~[exp( -pus) - exp( -PUs+l)]-' 

(8- I)! 11 

Hence g(r) == f(r) - f(r + 1) now becomes 

(3.3) 
00 Ul'" Us .) 1 

g(p,!ii.) = L (' )' pS-~[exp( -pus) - exp( -PUs+l)]-, 
s=1 Ij - 1 . n 
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110 s. Moriguti 

and, accumulating this quantity from p to 00, we get 

o~ tq ... tts ('Xl .) 
(3.4) f(p.jn).jn = ~;} (8 _ I)! Jp pS-~[exp( -pus) - exp( -pus+1)]dp. 

Then, c.d.£. of p is, in the limit n --+ 00, 

(3 .. 5) 
00 tt1··· Us loP 100 .) 

F(p) = L: -( _~)' dp pS-~[exp( -pUs) - exp( -pus+d]dp. 
s=l 8 1. 0 p 

By proper manipulation, (3.))) can be transformed into a relatively compact expression: 

(3.6) 

F(p) =puJ[-Ei( -ptl}) + Ei( -ptt2)] + [1 - exp( -pttd] 
00 U1 tt ,., ... us - L: ,~s-1 pr(s - l,ptts+d, 

8=2 s.tts+1 

where r(.,.) denotes the incomplete gamma function and Ei(·) is the exponential integral. 
(See Appendix for the detaik) 

Utilizing these formulae for the limiting case of n --+ 00, and the formulae in Section 3 of 
Moriguti (1993a) for finite n, it is easy to get the results shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3. Again 
the convergence is fairly rapid. The vertical dot-dash line in Fig. 3 shows the expected rank 
C(O) = 0.876. 

1 
F( p) 

I 
. ~ .. . 

n-25' 
. 

I # ~ 
0 

I X n=100 
.l<6v 

~, ' 
· 8 

.6 
"~ ; 

J1 , I I 
I 

It I 

I p=r/-.(n 

· 4 

· 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Fig.3. Cumulative distribution function of the absolute rank of the selected object. 
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Table 3. c.d.f. F(p) and F(r). 

p ;'r/.rn n=25 n=100 n= 00 

.2 .167 .188 .1929 

.4 .318 .353 .3574 

.6 .450 .493 .4935 

.8 .563 .607 .6030 
1.0 .655 .697 .6895 
1.2 .730 .767 .7567 
1.4 .790 .820 .8087 
1.6 .837 .861 .8489 
1.8 .874 .893 .8800 
2.0 .903 .917 .9041 
2.2 .926 .935 .9229 
2.4 .944 .950 .9378 
2.6 .959 .961 .9495 
2.8 .970 .970 .9588 
3.0 .979 .977 .9663 
3.2 .985 .982 .9723 
3.4 .990 .986 .9772 
3.6 .994 .989 .9811 
3.8 .997 .992 .9843 
4.0 .998 .994 .9870 
4.2 .999 .995 .9892 
4.4 1.000 .997 .9909 
4.6 1.000 .997 .9924 
4.8 1.000 .998 .9937 
5.0 1.000 .999 .9947 
5.2 1.000 .999 .9955 
5.4 1.000 .999 .9963 
5.6 1.000 1.000 .9969 
5.8 1.000 1.000 .9974 
6.0 1.000 1.000 .9978 
6.2 1.000 1.000 .9982 
6.4 1.000 1.000 .9985 
6.6 1.000 1.000 .9987 
6.8 1.000 1.000 .9990 
7.0 1.000 1.000 .9992 

In the general case of k =1= 1/2, it suffices to interpret the abscissa p of Fig. 3 to be the 

limit of r/2k/n instead of r/,;n. 

4. Phase 4: The final phase. 

We have discussed the bchavior of the process in Phase 1 (the initial phase), and that 
will suffice for the practice. But there can be some interests in the behavior of the process 
in the later phases, especially among those who are interested in Dynamic Programming 
feature of the solution. 

As for the final phase ~ Phase 4 -- where if:= n - i = O(l),tj,cj, and Sj are O(n) and 
ei is 0(1). 

111 
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T(i' )=t(i)/n 
o n=25 

I X n=100 
h n=40(J I 

0) 

(~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ ~ 
:;( :;( X ~ : ~,.,6--8' 

1 

· 8 

· 6 

· 4 

· 2 

15 10 5 
~ 

. , 
=n-i I 

Fig.4. Results for Phase 4. 

Table 4. tj for selected nand T(i'). 

n-i n=25 n=100 n=400 n= co 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0000 
1 .540 .510 .503 .5000 
2 .425 .387 .378 .3750 
3 .364 .319 .308 .3047 
4 .325 .275 .262 .2583 
5 .300 .244 .230 .2249 
6 .282 .220 .205 .1996 
7 .269 .202 .185 .1797 
8 .259 .188 .170 .1636 
9 .252 .176 .157 .1502 

10 .247 .167 .146 .1389 
11 .244 .159 .137 .1293 
12 .241 .152 .129 .1209 
13 .240 .146 .122 .1136 
14 .240 .141 .116 .1071 
15 .240 .137 .111 .1014 

Let us put 

(4.1 ) ti = T(i')n, 8j = S(i')n, Cj = C(i')n. 

Then, from (1.2), (1.4), and (1..5), we get 

(4.2) T ( i') ,...., C ( i' ) , 
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(4.3) T(i' + 1) rv S(i'f /2 + (1 - o5(i'))T{i'), 

(4.4) o5(i') rv T(i'). 

Therefore, in the limit, we have the difference equation 

(4.5) T{i' + 1) = T{i') -- T(i')2/2. 

With initial condition T(O) = 1, successive application of (4.5) will give us the broken line in 
Fig. 4 and the last column of Table 4. The other points/entries in the same Fig./Table for 
several finite values of 11 and k = 1/2 compare well with the asymptotic results. For large 
11, this Phase will never be reached in practice. But, since it is the beginning Phase of the 
backward induction process, the result would still be interesting theoretically. 

5. Phase 3: Lindley phase. 

For Phase 3, we put 

(5.1 ) 11 - i = u'Jr:;'{2k); 

(5.2) tj = T(u')V2kn, Si = S(U')~!kl1, Cj = C(u')V2kn; 

(5.3) 

We may call this Phase the "Lindley phase", because the way we handle the matter is 
just like that Lindley (1961) did, for the case of no cost (k = 0), although his results turned 
out not to be workable in that case. 

Now, (1.6), (1.7), and (1.4) give us, in the limit, 

( 5.4) dC(u') = ~o5(u')2 _ o5(u')C(u'), 
du' 2 

(5.5) dE(u') _ ~( ')E( ') 
d

' -1-!:>u u, 
u 

and 

(5.6) o5(u') = T(u'). 

From (1.2) we get T(u') = C(u') + E(u')/2. Using this to combine (5.4) and (5.5), we 
get 

(5.7) 
dT(u') ., , 1 , ,) ----;r;;t = -5(tt )T(u ) + 2(o5(u )~ + 1). 

Substituting (5.6) into (5.7), we obtain 

(5.8) 
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This differential equation can easily be solved by quadrature, the result being 

(5.9) T(ll') = coth(Il'/2 + const.), 

and the integration constant is determined to he zero, because T( tt') -+ 00 as tt' -+ o. 
Fig. 5, which compares the asymptotic curve showing (5.9) with the results for several 

finite values of nand k = 1/2, indicates the convergence as n -+ 00 to the asymptotic curve. 
(To avoid possible misinterpretation, the plotting of points for finite n was stopped when 
ti-l > ti.) 

T(u' )=t(i)/~ 

o n=25 
+~x 
+ 3 

X n=100 
~ n=400 
+ n=1600 

5 4 321 
f-- u'=(n-i)·~ 2k/n 

o 

Fig.5. Points and the asymptotic curve T( u') in Phase 3. 

o 

2 

1 

E(u' )=e(i)·~2k7n 
o n=25 X n:=1DO 

" <1':0.. ~ ....... ~...:w...-., 

5 4 

~ n=400 
~ ""d). ,(). ,() .. 

It'P, 9. (.9. ,9, 

321 
f-- u'=(n-i)·~ 2kln 

0/0 
,0 .r-. 

~\ 

Fig.6. Points and the asymptotic curve E( tt') in Phase 3. 

1 

From (.5.6), now weget s(u') = coth(tt'/2). Substituting this into (5.5), and manipulating 
the equation a little, we have 

dE(u'). .) tt' ,. tt' u' 1 , 
(5.10) -1-,-sl11h~- + E(u )sl11h-cosh- = -(coshu - 1). 

ell 2 2 2 2 
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Therfore, 

(5.11 ) '). ? u' 1. , , 
E(u sll1h~ 2 - = "2(sll1h u - u) + const., 

where the integration constant is determined to be zero. Hence 

(5.12) 
. h' , 

E(u') = S1l1 1~. 
cosh u' - 1 

Fig. 6 shows this asymptotic curve together with several sets of points for selected finite 
values of n and /..~ =: 1/2. 

The significant features of Figs. 5 and 6 are that both curves approach 1 as u' grows. 
They imply that, in the "medium cost" case, Phase 3 is preceded by a relatively long 

phase in which ti, Ci, and ei are constant of a small magnitude each. Thus Phase 3 plays 
the role of transition from that phase to the last Phase 4. 

6. Phase 2: Stationary phase. 

The last observation in the previous Section leads naturally to the "stationary pha.se". 
In this phase, almost everything remains stationary. Only exception is the abscissa u =: i/n 
and the stopping criteria Si = S(u)y1i. Thus we have 

(6.1 ) td..fii '" T(u) := V(2k), 

(6.2) cd..fii '" C(u) =: V(k/2), 

(6.3) ed..fii '" E(u) = 1/V(2k), 

(6.4) s;j..fii '" S(u) = V(2k) . u. 

The picture is reflected in the middle part of Fig. 1 between the two ellipses. As n -t 00, 

this part tends to occupy the most part of the unit segment (0,1), reducing the two ellipses 
to narrow regions each. 

The existense of this "stationary phase" is a conspicuous feature of the "medium cost" 
case. (It does not exist in the "zero cost" case.) This point has hardly been noticed in papers 
dealing with this subject with cost. 

Anyway, however, as stated before, even this phase would not be reached in practical 
applications because stopping occurs in Phase 1 with probability l. 

This completes the discussion of all 4 phases of the process as stated in Section 1. 

7. Final remarks. 

"Secretary problem with cost" has been dealt with in several papers (Lorenzen (1978), 
Lorenzen (1981), BaTtoszynski &- Govindarajulu (1978)). But, to the present knowledge of 
the author, they are not so illuminating as one would hope. The main reason might have 
been that most of them assumed the cost function as well as the "loss" function to be too 
general. By keeping the cost and "loss" ill a simplest form, this paper could reach a set of 
concrete and interesting results for the "medium cost" case. 

The following are among the major points:--
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(1) The minimum number of observations is i1 rv 0.718jn/(2k). 

(2) The expected number of observations is eo rv 1.752jn/(2k). 

(3) The expected absolute rank of the selected object is Co rv 0.876v'2kn. 
(4) The expected total "loss" is to rv 1.7.52y'2kn. 
(5) The distribution of the number of observations is skewed as seen in Fig. 2. In particular, 

the number is less than the expectation about 6 times out of 10. 
(6) The distribution of the .:tchieved absolute rank is also skewed as seen in Fig. 3. In 

particular, the achieved absolute rank is better than the expectation over 6 times out of 
10. 

Preliminary considerations of a much simpler problem (Moriguti 1992) suggests the in
vestigations of the "low cost" and "high cost" cases. They would be also interf'-Bting. But 
the author anticipates that the rather complicated natures of the solution deserve separate 
papers for each of them. They will follow soon. 
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Appendix. Derivation of (3.6) 

First, let us transform the right-hand side of (3.4) as follows: 

00 U1 .•• Us [00 2 
(A.1) .?; (s -I)! Jp ps- [exp(-pu s) - exp(-pus+1)]dp 

=ud-Ei( -puI) + Ei( -PU2)] 

~ U1" 'U s (r(S - 1, pus) r(s - I,PUS+1)) 
+ LJ (s - 1-)! uS - 1 - us- l 

s=2 s s+l 

[ .( .()] U1U') r(1,pu?) =U1 -El -puI) + El -pU2 + --~ . ~ 
I! U2 
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00 00 

2
""" 111 U2 ... Its L UI U2 ... 1Is + )' If(s-l,pu s )- Ir(S-l,pUs+d 
~ (S - 1 u s - ( I)' s s==3 • s s=2 s - ·1Is+1 

=utl-Ei( -pull + Ei( -pu:!l + exp( -puz)] 

~~ UIUZ ... US[l 1 ] + LoJ s-I ,r(s,pus+tl- ( ),r(S -1,pus+t) . 
s==2 Us s. s - 1 . 

But, in general, 

(A.2) r(z + 1,p) = zr(z,p) + e-P. pZ. 

Using this for the first term in the brackets, we get 

(A.3) 
00 UI ... 1Is [ 1 I L 8-1 ,{(s - l)r(s - 1, PUs+I) + exp( -PUsH) . (pus+t)s- } 

8=2 Us+I s. 

- ~r(s - l'PtIS+tl] s. 

00 UP!?··· US I 
== - L ,~S-I [res -1,PlL~+I) + exp(-pusH)· (PU8H)S- ]. 

s=2 S·1I s+1 

Now we have the probability density function of p: 

(A.4) F'(p) =UI [-Ei( -pUI) + Ei( -pU2) + exp!-puz)] 

00 UIU2·.· Us s-I - L ,s-I [res - 1, pus-n) + exp( -pus+tl· (pus+tl ]. 
s=2 s.us+I 

The cumulative distribution function of p is given by 

(A.5) F(p) =111 [-{pEi(-pttIl + (exp(-pltd -1)/ttd + pEi(-pu2)] 
00 UI 1t2 ... Us - L ,s-I pr(s -l,PUs+I), 

s=2 s.us+l 

as easily verified by observing that the derivative of (A.5) is (A.4) and that F(O) = o. 
(A.5) is (3.6), which we wanted to derive. 

Sigeiti Moriguti 
Syoan 2-16-10 
Suginami-ku 
Tokyo 167, JAPAN 
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